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Mary L. Durnion Scholarship
Danielle Fultz        James Schrickel

Mary T. Noss Scholarship
Juliane Accurso       Megan Gilbert
Amelia Byko           Steve Perkins
Rachel Couch          Darian Pinkston
Amie Davis            Olga Sormaz
                      Colleen Ferguson

Study Abroad in France Scholarship
Kristina Carson       Andrea Dubell
                      Kyle Jones

Wilkinson Outstanding Junior Award
Amanda Brown          Kyle Jones
Amie Davis            Camisha Vigil

Wilkinson Outstanding Seniors Award
Jenna Garchar         Rachel Grimm

Outstanding Teaching Associate in French
Amanda Catron

French Government English Teaching Assistantships in France
Sakinah Abdul-Karim (Lille)    Rachel Grimm (Bordeaux)
Catherine Caldwell (Lyon)       Kyle Gustafson (Rouen)
Jenna Garchar (Montpellier)     Elizabeth Tippett (Rennes)